
UCF	Reel	Knights	
	Bankhopper	Tournament	Rules	

	

 

 

1. Total length of five (5) longest Bass caught in the day by you and your teammate.  Any Bass 
measuring over 22” will be awarded an extra 2” to the team’s total length.  

2. Measurements of each fish rounded to the nearest ¼” at discretion of tournament committee. 
3. Teams up to two anglers.  Fishing solo is allowed. 
4. This is a fishing afoot tournament only.  No vessels of any type. 
5. Artificial lures only.  
6. Picture documented tournament.  All pictures to clearly prove length of fish with tournament 

token (TBD at captains meeting) in each photo for entry.  Photo of fish to clearly show fish 
flat on ruler with a closed mouth at zero mark and pinched tail at peak length.  Assistance by 
your teammates is allowed. 

7. Fish must be whole and in healthy standing for entry.  
8. Any fish determined unclear will be disqualified.  All these decisions are at the discretion of 

the tournament committee and are final. 
9. At least one member from each team MUST be at the captains meeting at Burger U on 

UCF campus Friday February 5th at 6:30 pm. 
10. EACH angler must pay an entry fee prior to the end of the captains meeting to be 

eligible.  
11. The angler and/or teammate must present photos of catch to the tournament committee. 
12. All fish must be caught on rod and reel using artificial lures. 
13. Angler with Largest Bass caught will receive a pair of Costas. 
14. Entry for Largest Bass must be a length AND girth measurement.  This will be submitted 

in video format. First, measure fish for total length then WITHOUT stopping the video use 
string or something similar to record the girth around deepest part of the fish while it is 
laying flat on a surface with its fins down.  Display the girth measurement horizontally on the 
ruler that you initially used to measure the fish’s length.  In the video the artificial lure and 
token must be present.    

15.  If there is a Largest Bass length and girth tie between two anglers, the tiebreaker is earliest 
presentation of catch to the tournament committee.  The committee records time of arrival. 

16. Lines in is at 6am.  All teams must be back at awards ceremony and visible by the 
tournament committee no later than 3pm.  Past 3pm is disqualification.  Address and 
location of awards ceremony is below. 

17. Tournament committee will begin accepting photo entries at 1:00pm at Riverside Park in 
Oviedo just off of Lockwood.  

18. Park Address for awards ceremony: 1600 Lockwood Blvd, Oviedo, FL 32765 
19. If there is a total length tie between two placing teams, the tiebreaker is largest girth of the 

team’s longest bass presented in proper video format.  If still a tie then earliest presentation 
of catch to the tournament committee will be the tiebreaker.  

20. The committee advises all anglers to fish in designated fishing areas and to fish in a safe 
manner. 

21. All anglers are required to have a fishing license and abide by all FWC and county laws.  
22. WEATHER: The decision to fish is solely the team’s choice. All anglers fish at their own 

discretion and risk regardless of weather. If the tournament rules committee determines it is 
unsafe to fish, all cash awards will still be presented by randomly selecting teams at the 
awards party (must be present to win). No entry refunds. 


